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The Peace of Wild Things 
By Wendell Berry


When despair for the world grows in me 
and I wake in the night at the least sound 

in fear of what my life and children’s lives may be, 
I go and lie down where the wood drake 

rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 
I come into the peace of wild things  

who do not tax their lives with forethought  
of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 

And I feel above me the day-blind stars 
waiting with their light. For a time 

I rest in the grace of the world, and am free. 
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All current SPPC officer’s terms end on June 30th. We are now looking for 
candidates for the July 2020 through June 2022 term. Two candidates 
sharing an officer position will be considered.

Three volunteers have already stepped up to run for SPPC officers:

• Delores McKinnon has volunteered to run for Treasurer and would be 

happy to share the position; and

• Jane Thompson has volunteered to shift her emphasis from grants and 

run for Secretary; and

• JoAnne Payan has volunteered to run for Vice-President. 

Many thanks to Delores, Jane and JoAnne! 

To keep the Club going, we need to fill the President position.  
The President: 
• works with the Board Members to establish a budget and to set and 

achieve the club’s goals;

• runs general membership meetings and Board meetings  

(usually about two weeks before the general meeting);

• attends club events; and

• responds to questions. 

The President’s duties require an average of 10-13 hours per month.

Our election of officers has been delayed due to COVID-19 restrictions on 
meetings. We will announce elections and procedures soon.

Please contact Daisy Mah at gardengirl@att.net if you are interested in 
being a candidate for an officer position, or a candidate willing to share an 
officer position.
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President’s Message 
Lorraine Van Kekerix 

The “new normal” seems to be 
change and plenty of it. 
Flexibility seems to be key. 
We’ve developed new ways  
to help connect members and 
provide garden information.  

Board Members have success-
fully met using Zoom—I’m a 
tech laggard and managed  
to learn basics. We have 
scheduled a shortened June 25 
public meeting using Zoom to 
bring you:  


Our featured speaker,  
Andi MacDonald, Daisy’s 
Half Dozen, and a few 
announcements. Plan a salad 
supper at home and join us 
for the meeting!


Check out two new online club 
resources. Our website now 
includes snapshots from 
member gardens—such variety 
and a treat to see. Linda Hax  
is looking for more photos to 
post as the seasons change. 
Send them to her at 
sppcevents@gmail.com. 

An additional way to connect 
and “talk” gardening is our new 
Facebook page. Thank you  
Lili Metzer for expanding our 
digital horizons!

We are recruiting club officers 
and you will receive additional 
information on recruitment and 
elections.

Meanwhile, stay safe and well, 
and know that Board Members 
are exploring ways for us to 
stay in touch and enjoy 
gardens.

ZOOM General Meeting 
Andi MacDonald 

The Benefits of a Plant-Based Diet 
Thursday, June 25


ZOOM meeting starts at 7 p.m.

After 20 years teaching 5th and 6th graders, Andi MacDonald leapt at the 
opportunity to pursue a lifelong dream of exploring food. She went on to earn  
a degree at a local culinary school, interned at Chez Panisse and is a certified 
sommelier. On the side, while she was teaching, she gave cooking demos, 
catered private events and taught cooking classes. Her cooking passions have 
taken her to China, representing the US as a chef at the International Food 
Exposition in Nanjing; and to Europe, Armenia and Mexico for classes and jaunts 
to their outdoor markets. She enjoys the benefits of a year-round, edible garden 
and is compiling vegan recipes for a plant-based cookbook. We will learn the 
benefits of a plant-based diet.


ZOOM Practice Session—If you’re new to ZOOM, Jane Thompson is offering  
a practice session on Monday, June 22. If you would like to participate in this 
session, contact Jane (artjane7850@sbcglobal.net) no later than June 19.

NEEDED! 
Candidate for Board President 

ON THE COVER 
Checkered skipper on Lavandula 
Photo credit: Ellen Zagory
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A much overdue thank-you to 
all of you wonderful volunteers 
for giving your precious time  
to the Spring Plant Sale. We 
made $1942.25 including 
$90.00 from the last meeting 
we held. That is a fantastic 
amount considering the dual 
challenges of the rain and 
coronavirus. Your dedication 
showed what a bunch of 
steadfast volunteers we have 
in this plant club. It will go 
down in history as one of our 
club’s more memorable events.


–Deborah Renfrew 

2020 Spring Plant Sale –  
A Huge Success! Working Together,  

before Social Distancing... 
Shortly before COVID-19 struck and we all learned to keep apart, 
many of our members enjoyed working at the Shepard Garden and 
Arts Center Annual Clean-up Day. Pictured in our own Pollinator 
Garden on the north side of the Center are Daisy Mah, Mae Ferral, 
and Lorraine Van Kekerix. 


Other 
gardeners 

that day were 
Lee Ruth,  
Stan Logan, 
Beverly 
Shilling, 
Linda Hax, 
Marcia Leddy, 
and Noelle 
Anderson. 
Helping with 
the clean-up 
inside was 
Therese Ruth.


Stan Logan & Beverly ShillingLee Ruth

Tours Update 
All our tours are cancelled 
through July. We hope to 
resume tours in the fall,  
if we can meet public health 
guidelines.

Calling All Plants!  
If you have too many plants,  
or love to propagate, or just 
share; now’s the perfect time  
to set aside, (or grow!) a few 
plants to donate to our Fall 
Plant Sale. We are asking 
interested members to donate 
a couple of plants to our 
October 3rd sale. The plants 
should be in clean pots, in 
potting soil, labeled and 
rooted. We’d appreciate the 
plants arriving the morning  
of Saturday, October 3  
at the Shepard Garden & Arts 
Center. For questions,  
contact Beverly Shilling 
(b_shilling@sbcglobal.net; 
916-452-4762).
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Dippity Do Da 
VERY NOW AND THEN I GET A GOOD IDEA. I think the last time 
was June 14, 2005. This new idea cannot be claimed as my own, but 
then at least the plan to pass it on to you is my own.

I was watching an episode of Gardeners’ World on Amazon Prime when 
they had a segment about a lady who had a garden with 1,259 pots—and  
I don’t mean dinky ones. These were all different and some were quite 
large. Sounds crazy, huh? Apparently she inherited this pot fetish from her 
mother who had 700 pots. Now, this is not the significant part. What is—is 
that she watered all of these by hand using a watering can that she dipped 
into 21 different dipping containers that were spread throughout the garden. 
These 21 reservoirs are kept filled by a drip system. Now maybe you don’t 
mind dragging a hose around the garden, particularly if you own one of 
those expandable hoses that is lightweight. But consider this: What if you 
had a large garbage can that was in a convenient place in the garden that 
you could fill once in a while and add a light dose of fertilizer. Now, besides 
not having a hose to mess with each time you water, you are regularly 
giving your plants extra nutrients. Good idea?

We have been using this system for a month now. I use a pump and long 
hose to fill two 55 gallon barrels—one on each side of the yard. The water 
comes from our koi pond so it already has fertilizer added. The plants 
absolutely love it. LaVille uses a watering can that has a handle that runs 
fore and aft, so she can water with one hand with the other one free to test 
the soil moisture of each pot. She only has one good arm left anyway.

She frequently loses track of the watering can, so I tried buying another.   
I finally found the right style on Amazon—Dramm 7-Liter Watering Can 
(12434). There are many models that are far less expensive, but they all 
have bales that are mounted crosswise.

So even if you don’t have a pot fetish, you may want to try out this new 
idea. LaVille would never admit to a fetish, but with the added SPPC plants,  
she does have over 250 outside containers and 50 inside.

Stan, The Tool Man
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Tool-of-the-Month 

E
Share and immediate are two  
words which best describe 
Facebook’s appeal. Many of you 
already use Facebook as part of 
connecting with family and friends. 
Lili Metzer has set up a Facebook 
page for Sacramento Perennial 
Plant Club (SPPC) so we can  
reap the benefits of this social 
media tool.  


Now you can connect with your 
gardening cronies through the 
SPPC’s new Facebook page by 
searching from your own Facebook 
page. “Like” our Facebook page 
and use it to share your garden’s 
ups and downs:

• Post a photo of a bloom, bud, 

bird, or bug 

• Seek ideas for an ailing plant

• Share a favorite gardening 

resource link

• Invite friends to club events  

and meetings

• Plan events

• Promote garden club activities


Contact Lili at 
lmetzer@wavecable.com if you 
would like to assist with maintaining 
the SPPC Facebook page. Like it! 

Like It! 

Carol’s Compost 
Aged horse manure,  

no weeds, alfalfa-fed horses. 
Pickup truck of three yards  
for $65. Free delivery and 
unloading. Call Carol at 

916-291-9831.
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We share the garden stage with many other actors, garden creatures, with 
their roles and stories to tell. For me, observing pollinators is fascinating—
different flowers have different visitors, and both adding larger masses of 
individual plants and increasing the number of flower types will increase 
the show.  
I would like to believe that, with climate change and the pressure of so 
many humans on our natural resources, we will begin to create gardens to 
fill other needs beyond our own. Conservation in gardens can take many 
forms: saving water with low-irrigation plantings, storing carbon, and, 
importantly, creating habitat for other creatures. While I began growing 
plants to please myself, I now realize that what I do has the effect of 
providing nourishment and shelter for many winged creatures. Plantings 
can lure not only birds but other creatures to be easily observed, and the 
smaller bees and butterflies will fascinate you with their antics.
Here are a few perennials that are dependable in my Central Valley garden 
and some guidelines for the insects you are likely to see visiting them. 
Plants in the daisy family (Asteraceae) like yarrow (Achillea), goldenrod 
(Solidago), and seaside daisies (Erigeron) provide both nectar and pollen 
in their compact disks of flowers. Oddly, when I look at plantings of white-
flowered Achillea, I don’t see as many visitors as on some yellow and 
orange forms. Achillea ‘Terra Cotta’ and ‘Krackadoo’ both attract small 
native sweat bees. Later in the season, goldenrod brings both native bees 
and small butterflies, and that star of the autumn garden Aster can reward 
you by hosting the delightful flutter of butterflies in late summer and fall. 
Beware when selecting plants from these groups, as some varieties are 
prone to spread if given abundant water.  
The second plant group with abundant visitors in my garden is the mint 
family (Lamiaceae). Most of us have lavenders, usually a good bet for bees 
and small butterflies, as are oreganos, both ornamental and culinary. The 
red-flowered varieties of sage (Salvia) are particularly popular with the 
amusing, shiny, black carpenter bees that zip about, only pausing to steal 
nectar from the flower’s base.  
Some other flowers popular with pollinators are pincushion flowers 
(Scabiosa), the easy-to-find cultivar ‘Butterfly Blue’, the pale-yellow  
S. ochroleuca, and I suspect others as well. Verbenas like V. bonariensis 
and V. rigida also are worth a try. I will never be without my old buddy 
Hylotelephium (Sedum) ‘Autumn Joy’—a tough plant, easy to propagate 
and very popular with my winged visitors. And of course, butterfly bush 
(Buddleia)!
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Perennials for Pollinators 
By Ellen Zagory

Pipevine Swallowtail on Salvia clevelandii 

Longhorn bee (Svastra) on Origanum ‘Hopley’s’ 

I love flowers—the colors and shapes and the way they change from early spring to summer 
to fall, so that plantings shift appearance like different stage sets for acts in a play.  
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Best Gardening Practices  
for the Sacramento Valley

In the March/April Perennial Post, we put out a call for members to 
send in their “Best Gardening Practices.” First up is Karen Martin, 

sharing her helpful tips for container gardening.


ONTAINER GARDENING  
is easy and full of endless  
creative possibilities for both  
the beginning gardener, as well  

as the veteran who wants to venture  
into a new direction in their gardening.  
Nearly any plant can be successfully  
grown in a container, including  
annuals, perennials, fruits, vegetables,  
smaller trees, vines, succulents,  
and herbs.

Here are some tips for success…

• Research specific growing needs of the plants you select for your container. 

For example, blueberries like an acidic, low pH soil, tomatoes will need a 
deeper pot depth for their extensive root system, and succulents like pots 
that allow soil to drain and dry out quickly.


• Choose plants that share the same light, water, and soil needs when 
combining several different kinds of plants in one container.


• Select the right size pot to ensure the best growth—not too small and  
not too large. A good rule of thumb is to plant up to no more than  
1-2 sizes bigger than the plant’s previous pot.


• Scrub clean any previously used pot and disinfect with a 10% bleach 
solution to avoid passing on any possible disease.


• Use a high quality potting soil or mix to support the best plant growth. Never 
use garden soil which can compact or support disease.


• Plan on your container needing more frequent watering than the same plant 
in the ground, especially during hot or windy weather. Irrigate by hand or drip 
system, your preference.


• Monitor your container’s moisture level frequently. Use your finger or a soil 
probe to check if the soil is dry below the surface. 


• Add a layer of mulch to your pot to keep the roots cool and reduce watering 
frequency.


• Fertilize regularly to make up for the nutrient loss that occurs from the 
frequent container watering. There are numerous kinds of fertilizers to 
choose from based on your plant and your own preference—organic, 
synthetic, granular, liquid, slow release, or a combination.


• Follow the fertilizer package recommendations for proper application 
amounts and  frequency. 


• Place your container where the plant will receive the recommended  
hours of sun/shade and then readjust placement if it isn’t thriving.


Happy Gardening! 

C

Indulgences in the 
CO-VID Void 
by Caru Bowns 

In “Where the Wild Thing Are,” 
Max is banished to his room. 
Defiant and undeterred, Max grows 
a forest in his room and escapes to 
the land of the Wild Things where 
he enjoys himself without 
restraints.
In this uncertain co-vid void,  
I, like Max am partaking of 
interests/happenstances that 
previously might not have fit  
into my scheduled life! Recent 
horticultural indulgences/findings 
to share are:
• “This Beautiful Fantastic” 

movie. A cuppa tea romance 
about a young woman learning 
to love and nurture the main 
character, a wild London garden. 

• The New York Botanical  
Garden (nybg.org) short (1 min) 
and long (19 mins) virtual tours 
of its many gardens. The pace  
is uneven in some, the music 
distracting in others but the 
Garden in spring is NYC 
sublime.

• NY Hyde Park friends sent word 
of their PBS’ debut of Beatrix 
Farrand’s American Landscapes, 
a film about the first female 
landscape architect’s life and 
many gardens. (Still no 
programming date at our KVIE.)

• Lastly, I’m reading Onward and 
Upward in the Garden. Who 
knew I’d enjoy K.S. White’s 
concise critiques of midcentury 
plant catalogs and that her droll 
comments about dahlias would 
salve my ongoing failures?!

http://nybg.org
http://nybg.org


As I write this article about seed libraries, we are  
under COVID-19 lockdown, libraries are closed, social 
distancing keeps us from spending hours browsing our 
local nurseries, and those seed/plant catalogues received 
this winter have worn thin from over gazing. But let’s 
give thought to a time when gardening returns to normal 
and we can procure the services of our local libraries 
and their collection of seeds.
What is a seed library? 
In general, seed libraries are repositories for local gardeners to share 
herb, ornamental, and edible seeds housed in local libraries. The old 
physical card catalogues can be repurposed to hold alphabetized, 
labeled, packaged seeds. 

Why have a seed library?  
Reasons vary from library to library and area to area, urban, rural,  
city—all have different goals but generally organizers aim to expand 
access to crops and educate the public about the many aspects of 
gardening. Other objectives include creating locally adapted seed 
varieties, developing a network of seed savers, respond proactively to 
climate change or loss due to GMOs and preserve genetic diversity, 
save money, and reduce our carbon footprint. Some of the benefits of 
local seed libraries are: encourage reading, lifelong learning, meet 
basic needs of patrons and the community at large, and increase library 
use. Additional goals are access to fresh produce, teaching self-
sufficient skills, create opportunities for physical health and education.

Who maintains the seed library? 
Librarians, master gardeners, garden clubs, non-profits, school groups, 
and caring gardeners. Supporters schedule workshops and talks to 
educate and expand gardening knowledge among participants.  

How do seed libraries work? 
Most seed libraries have similar rules and requirements but may vary 
from local library to local library. Most libraries specify non-GMO 
seeds and some promote heritage seeds. But generally gardeners 
“borrow” seeds and promise to let some portion of the plants go to 
seed at harvest time and return these seeds to the library for next  
year’s crops. 

The possibilities are endless as all gardeners can relate. Some groups 
form community gardens near the library, children’s sensory gardens, 
grow plants specific to needs—a pizza garden with basil, garlic, 
tomatoes, and more. 
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Gardening  
by the Book

Seed Libraries 
By Diana Morris

In our Sacramento area the following 
libraries offer seed cataloguing: 

Colonial Heights (pictured above)

4799 Stockton Blvd., Sacramento

Marian O. Lawrence 
1000 Caroline Ave., Galt 

Rio Linda 
6724 6th St., Rio Linda

Robbie Waters Pocket-Greenhaven 

7335 Gloria Drive, Sacramento

Southgate 
6132 66th Ave., Sacramento 
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